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社會學理論﹙博士班﹚ 

SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY: 

 AN INTRODUCTION AND INTERROGATION TO 

FOUCAULT 

Department of Sociology, Tunghai University 

Fall, 2011 

Tuesday 9:10-12:00 

 

我所有的著作都和我的傳記相關。 

                               -Foucault 

➵Course Description 

Sociology is the development of systematic knowledge about social life, the way it is 

organized, how it changes, its creation in social action, and its disruption and renewal in social 

conflict. Sociological theory is both a guide to sociological inquiry and an attempt to bring 

order to its results. Sociological theory is not simply a collection of answers to questions about 

what society is like. It offers many answers, but it also offers help in posing better questions 

and developing inquiries that can answer them. Like all of science, thus, it is a process. It is 

always under development, responding to changes in our social lives and to improvements in 

our sociological knowledge. This is an advanced and required course for Ph.D graduate 

students with specific focus on introduction and interrogation to Foucault‘s work. But this 

course will certainly not be attempting to ―tell all‖ in this semester. Rather, Foucault‘s work 

will be stripped of its detailed empirical apparatus in an effort to expose some of its basic 
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underlying structures and principles (捉大放小). 

 

Why Foucault? 

Foucault‘s (1926-1984) work has had a tremendous impact in many different disciplines 

across the humanities and social sciences. And Foucault‘s impact on sociology, then, simply 

cannot be overstated. Some see Foucault‘s work as very much an extension of, and 

complement to, Weber‘s analysis of social rationalization. Student‘ of social control and 

deviance, particularly those influenced by labeling theory, cite Discipline and Punish as a 

revolution in the study of crime and criminality. Foucault‘s institutional studies also have had 

implications for research on organizations. 

 The scope and sophistication of the thought of Foucault is imposing. His numerous books 

and hundreds of essays and interviews contribute significantly to such familiar, if disturbing, 

trends as the critique of the Subject as a foundation of epistemology and moral philosophy; the 

transformation of historical method toward a post-positivist method of genealogical research; 

the early development of what came to be called ―queer theory‖ as a radical suspension of 

doubt as to the instability of analytical categories; as well as the rethinking of modern political 

and cultural sociology. It is this breadth and complexity that has resulted in what Maurice 

Blanchot has called both the ―difficult‖ and ―privileged‖ position of Foucault‘s work in relation 

to twentieth-century thought. 

 Foucault‘s work is customarily divided into three distinct phases. The first phase, when he 

called his historical studies archaeologies, is usually situated in the 1960s: the main works of 

this period include History of Madness (1961), The Birth of the Clinic (1963), The Order of 

Things (1966) and The Archaeology of Knowledge (1969). The genealogical phase – genealogy 

being the favored term for Foucault‘s studies of power – was in the 1970s, and encompasses 

his most widely read books Discipline and Punish (1975) and The History of Sexuality, volume 

1 (1976). The final, ethical phase, when Foucault turned to ethics, was in the 1980s and 

produced the last two volumes of the History of Sexuality: The Use of Pleasure and The Care 

of the Self (1984).While such a tripartite schema undoubtedly makes it easier for beginners to 

come to grips with Foucault‘s large oeuvre, it is important to treat it as a heuristic or 

pedagogical model and not as a strict division. The three phases do not refer to three different 

methods or objects of study. The introduction of a ―new‖ phase was rather marked by 

introduction of a new axis of analysis that resulted in a more comprehensive view.  

 However, Foucault focuses throughout his work on a central mechanism of the social 

sciences – the categorization of people into normal and abnormal. His books study different 

forms of abnormality: madness, criminality, perverted sexuality, and illness. We would 

naturally tend to define abnormal as everything which differs significantly from the normal. 

Normal is the basic term, and what is normal should be perfectly obvious – it‘s all around us. 

We might also assume that the difference is easy to tell, and tends to remain the same over time. 
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But by looking at a wide variety of historical documents, Foucault challenges all of these 

assumptions. He shows that definitions of madness, illness, criminality, and perverted sexuality 

vary greatly over time. Behavior that got people locked up or put in hospitals at one time was 

glorified in another. Societies, knowledge/power, and the human sciences have, since the 18
th

 

century carefully defined the difference between normal and abnormal, and then used these 

definitions all the time to regulate behavior. Distinguishing between the two may appear to be 

easy, but is in fact extremely difficult – there is always a hazy and highly contested borderline. 

Our society has increasingly locked up, excluded, and hidden abnormal people, while 

nevertheless watching, examining, questioning them carefully. Foucault argues that the study 

of abnormality is one of the main ways that power relations are established in society. When an 

abnormality and its corresponding norm are defined, somehow it is always the normal person 

who has power over the abnormal. However, Foucault‘s frequent changes of subject matter, 

and technical vocabulary often obscured the fact that he remained consistently interested in the 

same structural problems, namely how human beings seek to impose order on the worlds via 

their social structures and knowledge, the points at which these orders break down and how 

they change with the passage of time. Another theme that lies at the center of Foucault‘s work 

is that of a subject, or rather a critique of the various notions of the rational subject that have 

governed Western thought since the Enlightenment. His whole oeuvre is oriented to breaking 

down the domination of a fully self-reflexive, unified and rational subject at the center of 

thought in order to clear a space for radically ―other‖ ways of thinking and being.  Far from 

being the source of meaning, for Foucault, the subject is in fact a secondary effect of byproduct 

of discursive formations. To be a subject, in Foucault‘s view, is necessarily to be subjected. 

One of the main purpose of this course is to emphasize the major common themes common to 

all of Foucault‘s work.  

 

How to Read Foucault? 

 

1. 捉大放小 

2. 淡入淡出 

3. Empirical historical details versus interpretative claims 

4. No hurry, Foucault will slow you down 

5. Echoing C. Wright Mill‘s ―turning personal trouble into public issues‖, Foucault had 

always seen his book as ―fragments of autobiography. My books have always been my 

personal problems with madness, the prison, sexuality.‖ 

6. Foucault 個人的理論轉向（especially his notion of subject, power, and knowledge），與其

同時代知識的水平連結與對話 - post-war humanist thought, existentialism (Sartre and 

Heidegger), phenomenology (Edmund Husserl and Maurice Merleau-Ponty) , Marxism, 

structuralism (Claude Levi-Strauss, Ferdinand de Saussure and Roland Barthes) 
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7. Foucault 做為一種方法〆理論結盟（ queer theory, feminism, post-structuralism, 

post-colonialism）與經驗研究取向（Foucault as a toolbox） 

 

A Brief Overview of Foucault’s Major Book-Length Works 

 

What we have in Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age 

of Reason in English is only a great abridgment of the original book, which is 

over 600 pages long. In this book, Foucault had described the disappearance 

of leprosy at the end of the Middle Ages, arguing that the social exclusion and 

confinement suffered by lepers came to serve as a model for the exclusion 

and confinement of a whole category of ―unproductive‖ and deviant 

individuals such as mad people, unfrocked priests, the unemployed, libertines, 

people with venereal disease and so on. This theme reappears in his 1975 book, Discipline and 

Punish, in which, Foucault draws attention to a set of governmental regulations designed to 

deal with an outbreak of the plague in a town. The way the plague was dealt with, Foucault 

claims, set a primitive template for the later exercise of disciplinary power, in the same way as 

the exclusion of lepers was an early model for the Great Confinement. So, along the way of 

this course, it should be noted that a familiarity with Foucault‘s earlier work is often of 

considerable assistance in understanding his subsequent production. Of most significance in 

this book is the argument that madness is not a self-evident behavioral or biological fact but is 

the product of various socio-cultural practices. Madness has no pre-social essence but acquires 

its density of being in relation to the needs and demands of a given culture. In a short period of 

time since the Renaissance, Western attitudes towards madness have been radically 

transformed. As Foucault puts it: ―Madness is much more historical than is usually believed, 

and much younger too.‖ It is this argument that is to form the basis of Madness and 

Civilization.  

 

―This book is about space, about language, and about death; it is about the 

act of seeing, the gaze.‖ Around the end of the 18
th

 and the beginning of the 

19
th

 centuries, many sciences began to focus on humans, namely the 

Human Sciences: economics, anthropology, linguistics, psychology and so 

on. Medicine is more like hard science than the others. Opening up the 

corpses, Foucault maintained, gave medicine the opportunity to subject all of the body to the 

scientific gaze. In The Birth of the Clinic Foucault charts and documents this dramatic 

transformation of medical knowledge. For the first time, medical knowledge took on a 

precision that had formerly belonged only to mathematics. The body became something that 

could be mapped. Disease became subject to new rules of classification. And doctors began to 

describe phenomena that for centuries had below the threshold of the visible and expressible. 
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In a nutshell, medicine has undergone a mutation. As in his classic Madness and Civilization, 

Foucault shows how much what we think of as pure science owes to social and cultural 

attitudes—in this case, to the climate of French Revolution. All of this, the teaching hospital 

and the notion of clinical medicine as the best method of treating patients and of training 

doctors, at the same time, is what Foucault refers to by ―La Clinique.‖ 

 

Although a best seller on its publication, The Order of Things: An 

Archaeology of Human Sciences is probably one of Foucault‘s most difficult 

works and it is doubtful that many of those who have purchased it actually 

read beyond the first chapter. This book deals with the history and pre-history 

of the modern disciplines of linguistics, biology, and economics from the 

Renaissance to the nineteenth century, with a concluding chapter on the 

human sciences which include history, sociology, psychoanalysis and 

ethnology. Foucault was to say later that the book was aimed at a specialist audience of 

historians of science and scientists and there is no doubt that it is hard going for non-specialists 

like us. In the foreword to The order of Things, Foucault explicitly counter-poses 

archaeological analysis to the traditional approached in intellectual history. The latter privilege 

a self-reflexive subject anterior to discourse who is the sole origin of meaning and place a 

tendentious emphasis on the teleological progression of knowledge towards a greater 

approximation to a notion of ―truth‖ or objectivity. In contrast to such approaches, the 

archaeological method attempts to uncover a positive unconscious of knowledge, which 

denotes a set of ―rules of formation‖ which are constitutive of the diverse and heterogeneous 

discourses of a given period and which elude the consciousness of the practioners of these 

different discourses. This positive unconscious of knowledge is also captured in the term 

episteme. The episteme is the condition of possibility of discourse in a given period; it is a 

priori set of rules of formation that allow discourse to function, that allow different objects and 

different themes to be spoken at one time but not at another.  

 

In the Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault describes traditional ways of 

organizing ―discourse‖ such as the work, the author, the great man, the 

unifying universal subject, cause and effect, and influence, and then 

systematically takes these categories apart and proposes alternative 

methods of organization. He also advocates a principle of discontinuity, by 

which he means that difference at every level in history should always be drawn attention to, 

not explained away. A summing up of Foucault‘s own methodological assumptions, this book 

is also a first step toward a genealogy of the way we live now. 
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In Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Foucault begins with a 

startling juxtaposition between the gruesome public execution of Damiens the 

Regicide in 1757 and a blandly regimental prison timetable from 1837. How, 

Foucault asks, have we made the enormous transition from one form of 

punishment to the other in less than 80 years? Foucault‘s provocative answer 

is that it is not that we have become increasingly humane or civilized in our 

treatment of prisoners; rather, he contends, we have developed more efficient 

forms of punishment, more sophisticated technologies of power. Through observation, 

classification, examination, and internme, we have rationalized crime and punishment in both 

language and practice. The point of shifting from public execution to prisons, Foucault claims, 

is ―not to punish less, but to punish better‖ (1977:82), and marks a sea change in how we think 

about crime, criminality, and society. Foucault describes this as the shift from sovereign or 

juridical power to disciplinary power or bio-power. Foucault describes his best-known 

metaphor for this new form of power: Panopticon, Jeremy Bentham‘s unrealized and yet 

enormously influential design for prisons. Moreover, Panopticism is not limited to prisons and 

prisoners. According to Foucault, the kind of power exemplified in Panopticon has been 

replicated from across the modern world in all kinds of institutions. ―It is surprising,‖ he asks, 

―that prisons resemble factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?‖ 

(1977: 228). Through Panopticism specifically and bio-power more generally, Foucault 

contends, ―visibility becomes a trap.‖ These observations lead Foucault to describe the 

expansion of what he calls a ―carceral society‖ or a ―society of normalization. 

 

In The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Introduction Foucault conducts a 

genealogical analysis of the emergence of modern understanding of sexuality, 

beginning in the nineteenth-century, which is commonly regarded as an era of 

extreme sexual repression. A slowly intensifying curve of repression is held to 

start at the beginning of the seventeenth-century, to reach its peak in the 

restrained Victorian era and to decline progressively throughout the 

twentieth-century with the growth of more liberal attitude toward sex. 

Foucault questions the assumption that there is a sudden rupture between the Victorian era of 

intense repression and the permissive era of the twentieth century. He claims that if the 

documentation on sex in the Victorian era is analyzed, far from confronting a discursive 

paucity and even silence on that topic, a ―veritable discursive explosion‖ is in fact revealed. 

Foucault also develops a number of influential theses about power, resistance to power and the 

management of populations that have been widely adopted by those applying his work. He 

argues notably that power is not something that simply forbids and represses, but is something 

that produces particular kinds of knowledge. It is difficult to overestimate the impact that 
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Foucault‘s idea of the positive nature of power and his study of this positivity in relation to the 

body and sexuality has had on various fields of contemporary thought. In particular, Foucault 

extends the theme of bio-power first introduced in this book to the bio-political control of 

populations, thus the notion of ―governmentality‖. The idea of governmentality or the conduct 

of conduct designates a broad array of different relations: the relation between the state and its 

subjects, between ―men and things‖, between free individuals and the relation with the self. It 

is this last category of the relation with the self that yields the idea of an ―ethics of the self‖, 

which is developed in greater length in the second and third volume of The History of 

Sexuality – The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self, respectively. 

 

In The History of Sexuality,Vol. 2: The Use of Pleasure, Foucault opens by 

throwing into question of the traditional notion of ―sexuality‖ as a historical 

constant with Foucault sking further, why sexuality has been the object of 

such intense moral preoccupation in history. In order to answer this question 

he looks to Antiquity as ―one of the first chapters‖ of a general history of the 

―techniques of the self‖. He then turns his attention to the practices and ethics 

surrounding sexuality in Ancient Greek thought in the fourth-century B.C. 

examining prescriptive texts relating to sexuality and pleasure, diet and exercise, economics 

and the running of households, family structures and same-sex relationships. In the dourse of 

his discussion, Foucault draws attention to both the differences and resonances between 

Ancient Greek and Christian thought and practices.  

 

In Foucault‘s final work on the self, The History of Sexuality,Vol. 3: The 

Care of the Self, Foucault imputes a self-evident or apodictic  

radicality to the idea of an aesthetics of existence, the process by which 

subjects form themselves as ethical subjects resembles the creation of a work 

of art. Ethics refer to a creative activity, the permanent training of oneself by 

oneself. When asked what kind of ethics it was possible to build in our society, 

he replied: ―In our society, art has become something that is related only to 

objects and not to individuals or to life. That art is something which is specialized or done by 

experts who are artists. But couldn‘t everyone‘s life become a work of art? Why should the 

lamp or the house be an art object but not our life?‖ In his study of Ancient Greek ethics and 

the corresponding conception of the self, he clearly wanted to pursue his point that there was 

no true self that could be deciphered and emancipated, but that the self was something that had 

been – and must be – created. While his earlier genealogical studies investigate the ways in 

which power/knowledge networks constituted the subject, in his late work the emphasis is on 

the subject‘s own role in shaping him/herself. It offers a more elaborate understanding of the 

subject than is found in his earlier writings. 
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➵Class Citizenship 

This course is designed as a discussion, research, and writing course. Lectures will form a 

very small part of what we do in class. This is also a participatory seminar. Please take time to 

read assignments carefully and thoughtfully. We will expect everyone to come to class 

prepared to summarize the main arguments in the readings and to discuss their strengths, 

weakness, the execution of the research, usefulness for theory building, and so on. I do NOT 

intend to lecture the class. In order to facilitate class discussion, we will begin each class right 

after the weekly presentation with a collective attempt to establish what the central arguments 

and the crucial issues of the readings are. Please always bring a copy of the reading so that you 

can consult it during our discussion. This way we can all, literally, be on the same page. 

In a seminar course of this sort, it is my wish that I want the sessions and discussions to be 

as stimulating and exciting as possible, with a collegial and supportive atmosphere. 

Pedagogically, this seminar is dedicated to the proposition that knowledge is a collective 

product. This intellectual journey is intended to be collective; each participant (including me) 

is expected to contribute to our discussions and debates. Good seminars depend to a great 

extent on the seriousness of preparation by students. Let us all be good and responsible class 

citizens to make contributions as much as possible. 

 

Please be noted: 本課程為博士班的必修課，是非常重要的基礎訓練課程，可視為培育社

會學思考的「重量訓練」，每週大約需投入（依個人英文閱讀速度而定）10-15 小時。因

此提醒修課同學們在斟酌自己其他課程的份量比重後，再決定是否選修。此門課每年都

會固定開，並不急於一時。 

 

每次導讀以 60 分鐘為限，除了對文本進行摘要外，也須對重要二手著作進行闡明詮釋。

由導讀者規劃當週討論議題並帶領討論，每位課堂參與同學，每週都務必要參與討論。

主持討論的導讀者也可主動｢邀請｣發言。參與同學的發言可依循導讀者所提供的討論題

綱，或可依照自己 weekly issue memo 內容進行分享。與我所開授的其他課程非常不同的

是，我將只在討論的過程中做適時和必要的介入，除此之外我會盡量保持沈默。換句話

說，這門課的真正學習主體是學生，主要的上課流程由學生們一起主導。其目的在於訓

練博士生在未來能有主導授課的教學能力和積極參與課堂討論的論述和分析能力。 

 

每位課堂參與者分享 weekly issue memo，其分成三個主要部份〆（1）summary〆摘要當週

讀本（500 字左右），此為「以大化小」，目的在訓練精練文本主要論點的能力 （々2）選擇

當週讀本中的某一段落或論點作深入批判性的評述與闡發（字數不限，但不得少於 1000

字），此為「以小見大」，目的在培育理論的論述能力 （々3）提問（至少三個問題），此為

時下研究生較弱的一環。博士生的養成過程中，一個重要的訓練，包括要能提出精準的

提問，是非常重要的一環。通常一本好的博士論文相當程度的奠基在一個好的、exciting、
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有張力的提問。當週 issue memo 須於週日 24:00 前寄出給課堂群組，遲交／未交三次者請

自動退選。Meeting the deadline is a very important self-discipline for Ph.D. graduate students. 本

學期將嚴格執行此政策，自認無法做到此要求的同學請勿選修本課程。Let‘s all get very 

serious.  

 

➵ Requirements and Grading 

 

The requirements for this course are fourfold. You must fulfill all four of them; do not take 

this course if for whatever reason you cannot do so. All participants will be expected to: 1) take 

an active part in discussions ; 2) make at least two presentations on the readings to the seminar 

during the semester ; 3) prepare weekly issue memos on the week‘s required readings ; 4) a 

final term paper or a critical journal . 

 

1) Active Participation in Discussion: remember and apply this aphorism of Wittgenstein: 

―Even to have expressed a false thought boldly and clearly is already to have gained a great 

deal.‖ So speak up and speak out! What each of you will get out of the course depends in 

good measure on how much you collectively put in. So, play a constructive role in 

discussion: offer your own ideas in small chunks instead of long monologues; draw out and 

ask for clarification of the opinions of others; pose issues and questions you may not know 

the answer to; learn to permit someone to disagree with you without feeling attacked; learn 

to express disagreement in ways that promote constructive discussion instead of 

polarization.  

 

2) Seminar Presentations: Each week students will present that week‘s readings and lead 

discussions. These presentations should within 60 minutes long for each and should try to 

establish a focused agenda for the discussion that follows. The point of the presentation is 

not to comprehensively summarize the readings, but to provide a critical evaluation, 

focusing on the strengths and weakness of the arguments/analyses, comparing different 

perspectives, and highlighting the most important issues and questions they raise as a way 

of launching the day‘s discussion. 

 

3) Weekly Issue Memo: to facilitate collective learning and avoid a situation of ―pluralistic 

ignorance‖, every week participants will submit issue-memo to the class as a whole by 

e-mail. I believe strongly that it is important for students to engage the week‘s readings in 

written form prior to the seminar sessions. These weekly memos are intended to prepare 

the ground for good discussions by requiring participants to set out their initial responses to 

the readings which will improve the quality of the class discussion since students come to 
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the sessions with an already thought-out agenda. 

 

I refer to these short written comments as ―issue memos‖. They are not meant to be 

mini-papers on the readings; nor need they summarize the readings as such. Rather, they are 

meant to be a think-piece, reflecting your own intellectual engagement with the material: 

specifying what is obscure or confusing in the reading; taking up issue with some core idea or 

argument; exploring some interesting ramification of an idea in the reading. These memos do 

not have to deal with the most profound, abstract or grandiose arguments in the readings; the 

point is that they should reflect what you find most engaging, exciting or puzzling.  

We will arrange to share these memos through e-mail, and the week‘s presenters, if s/he 

likes, can use other students‘ comments to prepare an agenda for discussion. In order for 

everyone to have time to read over other class participants‘ comments, these will be 

imperatively due on e-mail NO LATER THAN SUNDAY （two days before the class） 

24:00 such that the weekly presenter will have enough time to collect and sort out the 

issues/questions/comments of all the class participants and reorganize the materials into his/fer 

presentation. Bring a print-out copy to class. You are encouraged to read and to respond to 

each other‘s issue memos both before and after the week‘s meeting. These memos are a real 

requirement, and failing to hand in memos will affect your grade. I will read through the 

memos to see if they are ―serious‖, but not grade them for ―quality‖. Since the point of this 

exercise is to enhance discussions, late memos will not be accepted. If you have to miss a 

seminar session for some reason, you are still required to prepare an issue memo for that 

session. Since I may not total the number of memos each student writes until the end of the 

semester, please keep copies to be sure of fulfilling the requirements. Students who submit 

memos should also be prepared to summarize/explain them in class. 

 

※memo 檔案請按如下格式命名〆「memo-{xxxxxxxx 八位數上課日期}-{姓名}」 

 範例（1）〆「memo-20110920-XXX」 

 範例（2）〆「memo-20110920-XXX-導言」 

 

4) Term Paper: the central assignment of this course is a crispy written, analytically   

rigorous term paper of no more than 15 pages (this limit is expressly designed to compel 

you to write with economy, precision and clarity). Students should meet with me to discuss 

their papers before week 8. A three-page proposal for the paper, with a set of questions, a 

bibliography, and some preliminary findings or evidence are to be submitted for approval 

by the instructor before Midterm. Therefore, you may find it appropriate to begin thinking 

about the term paper early in the course. Please feel free to discuss your ideas with me 

whenever you are ready to do so. Papers may be theoretical or reviews that work on one or 

more of the theoretical perspectives covered in the course. An empirical paper is also 
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acceptable, but this will be more demanding since access to data may not be easy to obtain. 

The choice is up to each student. Guidelines for format of the paper are the Journal of 

Taiwanese Sociology guidelines. These guidelines are used in the hope that you will submit 

your term paper to the annual conference of Taiwanese Sociological Association. Papers 

connected to dissertation research are strongly recommended. 

 

➵Alternative Option: Keeping a Critical Journal 

 

This option consists of writing an analytic journal on the issues raised in the course. The 

journal will consist of a healthy number of typed entries on specific topics generated by 

readings, discussions, and any other material you encounter. Each entry would normally be 

between a paragraph and several pages in length. The whole journal may be about 20-25 pages 

in length, and each entry should demonstrate both your knowledge of the reading as well as 

your own ideas arising from it. Ponder Beth Schneider‘s criteria: ―Better journals will 

demonstrate broad knowledge of the reading, integrate materials, compare authors, display 

thoughtful, sociologically grounded writing. Length without integration, details without 

analysis, unsubstantiated opinions will not be sufficient.‖ A journal with a high grade would 

have both breadth (i.e. will cover most of the weekly topics and readings), and quality insights. 

 

The purpose of this critical journal is to write a personal handbook of Foucault‘s work 

based primarily on the readings we will be doing during this semester. For at least some of the 

topics, you will be expected to do some additional reading by following up some of the 

footnotes in the assigned core readings or in suggested readings you will be doing for the class 

sessions. This project should quickly become part of your ongoing work during the semester. If 

you leave this until the end of the semester it will be impossible to complete the task on 

schedule. 

 

➵Detailed Instructions 

 

A. Concepts 

Your handbook should include at least 10 concepts. At least 7 of these concepts must come 

from the following list, and you will need to add at least 3 additional concepts of your own to 

make the total of 10. 

 

 

Core list of concepts 
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1. apparatus (dispositif) 

2. archaeology 

3. archaeology versus genealogy 

4. archive 

5. the arts of existence 

   (life as a work of art) 

6. author/artist 

7. biopower 

8. body 

9. confession 

10. confinement 

11. culture 

12. death penalty 

13. discipline 

14. discontinuity 

15. discourse 

16. discursive formation 

17. discursive practice 

18. episteme 

19. ethics 

20. Foucault's ethics 

21. events 

22. exclusion 

     (of individuals and groups) 

23. experience 

24. fiction 

25. foundations/ non-reductionism 

26. freedom 

45. Panopticon, panopticism and 

      surveillance  

46. phenomenology 

47. philosophy 

48. postmodernism and modernity  

49. power 

definitions 

a. power is not a thing but a relation 

b. power is not simply repressive but it is 

    productive 

c. power is not simply a property of the 

    State. Power is not something that is  

    exclusively localized in government 

    and the State (which is not a 

universal essence). Rather, power is 

exercised throughout the social 

body. 

d. power operates at the most micro 

    levels of social relations. Power is  

    omnipresent at every level of the 

    social body. 

e. the exercise of power is strategic and  

    war-like. 

types of power 

           a. sovereign power 

           b. Sovereign  

           c. disciplinary power 

           d. pastoral power 
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27. gaze 

28. genealogy 

29. governmentality 

30. heterotopia 

31. historical a priori 

32. history and historiography 

33. history of the present 

34. humanism and the death of man 

35. ideology 

36. identity 

37. individuals and individualization 

38. institutions 

39. interpretation, commentary and  

      hermeneutics 

40. Iran 

41. Marx and Marxism 

42. morality and moral systems 

43. non-discursive practices 

44. normal and the pathological,  

      normalization 

 

50. power-knowledge 

51. practices 

52. problematizations/ the history of  

      problems 

53. Reason, rationality and irrationality 

54. regimes of truth 

55. religion 

56. resistance to power and the limits of 

      power 

57. science 

58. self, techniques of 

59. sexuality 

60. spirituality 

61. the State 

62. structuralism 

63. subject 

64. technology, technique, techne 

65. terrorism 

66. truth 

66. universal categories  

67. Utopias 

68. women and feminism 

 

What to do in your entries? 

a. There is no set format for entries in the handbook, and no rigid specification for length. 

The general expectation is that the entries will be of 2-5 pages (not counting 

bibliographic citations), but these are only rough guidelines. Entry can vary a lot in 

complexity and length. Some of them can be short, crisp discussions of some narrow 

issues; others can be more extended mini-essays on debates over theoretical issues 

involving the concept. 

b. For some of the concepts you may want to focus on the problem of the formal 

definition (or alternative definitions), especially where the definitions is contested in 

the literature. If you choose the concepts of ―culture‖ or ―discourse‖, for example, 

there is much debate about how to define these concepts which could be a useful way 

of organizing your discussion. For other concepts the central issue may be less formal 

definition and more the theoretical relevance of the concept, how it is linked to various 

kinds of explanations or questions. In a discussion of the concepts of ―power‖ or 

―subject‖, for example, you might want to focus on such theoretical issues rather than 
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formal definitions. And in some cases you might want to discuss the historical 

development of the concept. Of course, you can do more than one of these things in a 

given entry. 

c. Whatever the specific focus of your entry, wherever possible it is good to try to clarify 

debates over the concept and its theoretical status. This is not a requirement for all 

entries, but it is something to keep in mind as you organize your ideas. 

d. Whether or not your entry revolves around a discussion of alternative definitions, most 

entries should begin with an explicit discussion of the definition of the concept. I 

recommend that this be identified by a specific section heading. 

e. In longer mini-essay type entries you should use section headings to divide up the 

internal structure of the discussion. 

f.  Entries should not be mainly recapitulations of the lectures from class. You can, of 

course, draw on the ideas in the lectures and class discussions, but the handbook 

should be your own integration and reflection on the ideas. 

g. The entries should also include a bibliography of the sources to which you explicitly 

refer in the discussion. You can also include a supplementary bibliography of works 

dealing with the topic which you do not directly discuss, but this is less important. 

 

B.  Suggested Strategy 

I suggest that you create a directory on your computer for this class and then create a 

separate file for each of the concepts and authors. (You might even want to create a separate 

sub-directory for each concept and author). As you do the reading for the semester you can 

then easily add ideas, summaries, commentaries to each of these. In general you will need to 

rewrite and edit these entries in order to turn them into coherent pieces. 

 

C.  Due Dates 

In order to be sure you are on track for this assignment, I want to read an example of one 

concept no later than November 8, 2011. The complete handbook is due on January 31, 2012 

 

About Incompletes: Taking an incomplete is like going into debt with a loan shark. The 

day the deadline is past, interest starts accruing and the quality of paper you think you need to 

write grows exponentially. Most of the students I have given incompletes to in the past have 

taken much longer time and difficulties getting them done, and I have decided I must change 

my formerly lax policy. You are far better off doing the paper you can do now than trying to do 

the paper you wish you could do later. I am wiling to negotiate a deadline with you that 

accommodates your other obligations (e.g. grading responsibilities as a TA), but you must meet 

the deadline. If you realize you have defined your paper more broadly than you can execute, 
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speak to me about narrowing the bounds of the paper, not about taking longer to do it. 

 

Your final grade is based on:  

 

Class Presentation and Discussion: 30% 

Weekly issue memo: 30% 

Term paper (or Critical Journal): 40% 

 

➵Textbook 

Eribon, Didier. 1993. Michel Foucault. Cambridge. Mass: Harvard University Press. 

Rabinow, Paul and Nikolas Rose, eds. 2003. The Essential Foucault. New York: The New  

Press. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

中文翻譯書： 

Foucault, Michel 著、孫淑強〃金筑雲譯，1994，《癲狂與文明－理性時代的精神》。台北〆

淑馨。 

Foucault, Michel 著、林志明譯，2005，《古典時代瘋狂史》。北京〆生活〄讀書〄新知三

聯書店。 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，1992，《規訓與懲罰—監獄的誕生》。台北〆桂冠。 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，2003，《規訓與懲罰——監獄的誕生》。北京〆生活〄讀

書〄新知三聯書店。（＊中譯本雖出於同一譯者之手，但大陸簡體版的修訂譯本

較佳。） 

Foucault, Michel 著、莫偉民譯，2001，《詞與物〆人文科學考古學》。上海〆上海三聯書

店。 

Foucault, Michel 著、尚衡譯，1989，《性意識史（第一卷）》。台北〆桂冠。 

Foucault, Michel 著、佘碧平譯，2005，《性經驗史（增訂版）》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

傅柯相關著作(以英文版本為主) 
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Books by Foucault〆  

Foucault, Michel. 1982. I, Pierre Riviere, having slaughtered my mother, my sister,  

        and my brother: A Case of Parricide in the 19th Century. Lincoln: University of  

        Nebraska Press. 

----. 1988. Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of  Reason. New  

        York: Vintage/Random House.（ Translated by Richard Howard，另有2006版，  

        London: Routledge.）、（中譯：《古典時代瘋狂史》，台北：時報出版 、節譯本：

《瘋顛與文明》，台北：桂冠） 

----. 1990. The History of Sexuality Volume 1: An Introduction. New York: Vintage/  

        Random House.（ Translated by Robert Hurley）（中譯：《性意識史— 

    第一卷：導論》，台北：桂冠；簡體：《性經驗史》，上海：上海人民 

    出版社） 

----. 1990. The History of Sexuality Volume 2：The Use of Pleasure. New York:  

        Vintage/Random House. （ Translated by Robert Hurley） 

----. 1990. The History of Sexuality Volume 3：The Care of the Self. New York:   

        Vintage/Random House. （ Translated by Robert Hurley） 

----. 1994. The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception. New  

        York: Vintage/Random House.（中譯：《臨床醫學的誕生》， 台北： 

        時報出版 ） 

----. 1995. The Archaeology of Knowledge and the Discourse of Language. London:  

        Routledge.（另有1982年版，New York: Pantheon Books）（中譯：《知識的 

        考掘》。台北：麥田 ） 

----. 2001. Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences. New York:   

        Vintage/Random House. （中譯：《詞與物》，上海：上海三聯書局。 

        另一譯為《事物的秩序》） 

----. 2008. This Is Not a Pipe. California: University of California Press. 

 

Articles and interviews〆 

Foucault, Michel. 1984. ―Nietzsche, Genealogy, History.‖ pp. 76-100 in The Foucault  

        Reader, edited by P. Rabinow. New York: Pantheon Books.（1984. in Language,  

        counter-memory, practice: selected essays and interviews, edited by D.F.  

        Bouchard. Ithaca: Cornell University Press.） 

        本文下載〆 http://www.thefoucauldian.co.uk/ngh.pdf 

----. 1988. ―The Ethics of Care for the Self as a Practice of Freedom.‖ in The Final    

        Foucault, edited by James Bernauer and David Rasmussen. Mass: The MIT  

        Press. 

----. 1989a. ―The Father's "No."‖ pp. 8-11 in Aesthetics, Method and Epistemology,  

        edited by J. Faubion. New York: New Press. Translated by Donald F. Bouchard  
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        and Sherry Simon, slightly modified. 

----. 1989b. ―Maurice Blanchot: The Thought from Outside.‖ in Foucault / Blanchot,  

        New York: Zone Book. 

----. 1991. ―Governmentality.‖ pp. 87-104 in The Foucault Effect: Studies in  

        Governmentality, edited by G. Burchell, C. Gordon and P. Miller. Chicago: 

        Chicago University Press.（此書另外還有兩篇 Foucault 相關文章 ―Questions  

        of Method,‖ ―Politics and the Study of Discourse‖） 

----. 1999. “Sexuality and power.” in Religion and Culture, edited by J. Carrette. 

        Manchester: Manchester University Press. 

 

Anthology: 

Foucault, Michel. 1979. Power, Truth, Strategy, edited by Meaghan Morris and Paul  

        Patton. Sydney: Feral Publication. 

----. 1980a. Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews & Other Writings, 1972-1977, edited by 

Colin Gordon. The Harvester Press. 

----. 1980b. Language, Counter Memory, Practice, edited by Donald F. Bouchard.  

        Ithaca: Cornell University Press.  

----. 1990.  Politics, Philosophy, Culture: Interviews And Other Writings, 1977-1984,  

        edited by Lawrence D. Kritzman. New York: Routledge. 

----. 1996.  Foucault Live:Interviews, 1961-1984, edited by S. Lotringer. New York:  

        Semiotext(e). 

----. 1999. Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology (Essential Works of Foucault, 1954- 

        1984, Vol. 2), edited by John D. Faubion. New York: New Press. 

----. 2001. Power (The Essential Works of Foucault, 1954-1984, Vol. 3), edited by  

        John D. Faubion. New York: New Press. 

----. 2006. Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth (Essential Works of Foucault, 1954-1984,  

        Vol. 1), edited by Paul Rabinow. New York: New Press. 

----. 2009. History of Madness, edited by Jean Khalfa. London: Routledge.(Translated  

        by Jonathan Murohy) 

 

Lecture: 

Foucault, Michel. 1990. ―The Order of Discourse.‖ in Untying the Text, edited by  

        Robert Young. London: Routledge. (1970 年，傅柯在法蘭西學院的就職演說)  

        （中譯：〈論述的秩序〉收錄於《語言與翻譯的政治》， 香港：牛津大學 

      出版社 ） 

----. 2001. Fearless Speech, edited by Joseph Pearson. New York: Semiotext(e). 

        （中譯：《傅柯說真話》，台北：群學） 

----. 2003. “Society Must Be Defended”: Lectures at the College de France, 1975- 
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        1976. New York: Picador. 

----. 2004. Abnormal: Lectures at the College de France, 1974-1975. New York:  

        Picador. 

----. 2005. The Hermeneutics of the Subject: Lectures at the College de  

        France 1981—1982. New York: Picador. 

----. 2008. Introduction to Kant's Anthropology, edited by Roberto Niqro. New York:  

        Semiotext(e). 

----. 2008. Psychiatric Power: Lectures at the College de France, 1973—1974. New  

        York: Picador. 

----. 2009. Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College de France 1977— 

        1978. New York: Picador. 

 

相關二手書 

基本的二手書： 

Dreyfus, Hubert L. and Paul Rabinow. 1983. Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism  

        and Hermeneutics. Second Edition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

        （中譯：《傅柯：超越結構主義與詮釋學》，台北：桂冠） 

Sheridan, Alan. 1980. Michel Foucault: The Will to Truth. London: Tavistock  

        Publication.（1990. London: Routledge.） 

 

入門性質的介紹文章或書的章節： 

Morris, Meaghan. 1982. ―A Review of Michel Foucault‘s La Volonte de savoir.‖  

        pp. 256-265 in Human Sexual Relations, edited by Mike Bbrake. New York:  

        Pantheon Books.（研讀A History of Sexuality時的必備參考讀物。） 

Poster, Mark. 1985. Foucault, Marxism and History: Mode of Production Versus  

        Mode of Information. New York: Blackwell. 

Rabinow, Paul ed. 1984. The Foucault Reader. New York: Pantheon Books. 

Sarup, Madan. 1993. An Introduction Guide to Post-structuralism and 

        Postmodernism. London: Harvester Wheatsheaf. (Chapter 3) 

 

 

其他入門性質的二手書： 

Alcoff, Linda. 1992. ―Foucault.‖ in Companion to Epistemology, edited by Jonathan  

        Dancy and Ernest Sosa. Oxford:Blackwell. （對其知識論或方法學的簡短 

    介紹，中文書可參考劉北成編著之《傅柯思想肖像》，北京師範大學 

    出版社） 
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Danaher, Geoff, Tony Schirato and Jen Webb. 2000. Understanding Foucault.  

        London: Sage Publications. 

Hunt, Alan and Gary Wickham. 1994. ―Chapter 1: Introduction to Foucault.‖ in  

        Foucault and Law. Chicago: Pluto Press.（對其思想的全盤簡介） 

Kendall, Gavin and Gary Wickham. 1999. Using Foucault„s Methods. London: Sage. 

McNay, Lois. 1994. Foucault: A Critical Introduction. Oxford: Polity Press. 

     （對Foucault後期著作的解說） 

Prado, C. G. 1995. Starting with Foucault: An Introduction to Genealogy. San   

        Francisco: Westview Press.（哲學系學生可讀的清楚入門） 

Smart, Barry. 2009. Foucault, Marxism and Critique. London: Routledge. 

        （Foucault和（新）馬克思主義的關係） 

 

Discourse〆 

Davidson, A. 1986. ―Archaeology, Genealogy, Ethnics.‖ pp. 221-234 in Foucault: A  

        Critical Reader, edited by D. C. Hoy. London: Blackwell.  

Danaher, Geoff. et al. 2000. Understanding Foucault. London: Sage Publications.  

Freundlieb, Dieter. 1994. ―Foucault‘s Theory of Discourse and Human Agency.‖ pp.  

        152-180 in Reassessing Foucault, edited by Colin Jones and Roy Porter. London:  

        Routledge. 

Hacking, I. 1986. ―The Archaeology of Foucault.‖ pp. 27-40 in Foucault: A Critical  

        Reader, edited by D. C. Hoy. London: Blackwell.  

Howarth, D. 2000. Discourse. Buckingham: Open University Press. (chapter 3) 

Mchoul, Alec and Wendy Grace. 1997. A Foucault Primer: Discourse, Power and the  

        Subject. New York: New York University Press.  

 

Discipline and punish〆 

Armstrong. D. 1994. ―Bodies of Knowledge/Knowledge of Bodies.‖ pp. 17-27 in  

        Reassessing Foucault, edited by Colin Jones and Roy Porter. London:  

        Routledge. 

Driver, F. 1994. ―Bodies in Space: Foucault‘s Account of Disciplinary Power.‖ pp.  

        113-131 in Reassessing Foucault, edited by Colin Jones and Roy Porter. London:  

        Routledge. 

Danaher, G. et al. 2000. Understanding Foucault. London: Sage Publications.  

 (Chapter 4). 

Rouse, J. 1994. ―Power/Knowledge.‖ pp. 92-114 in The Cambridge Companion to  

        Foucault, edited by Gary Gutting. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

Ransom, J. 1997. Foucault„s Discipline. Durham and London: Duke University Press.  

 (Chapter 2). 
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Paternek, M. 1987. ―Norms and Normalization: Michel Foucault‘s Overextended  

 Panoptic Machine.‖ pp. 97-121 in Human Studies 10: 1.  

 

Foucault的政治與governmentality的介紹： 

Burchell, G. 1996. ‗Liberal Government and Techniques of the Self‘, in Foucault and  

        Political Reason, edited by A. Barry, T. Osborne and N. Rose. Chicago: Chicago  

        University Press. 

Bell, Vikki. 1996. ―The Promise of Liberalism and the Performance of Freedom.‖ in  

        Foucault and Political Reason, edited by A. Barry, T. Osborne and N. Rose.  

        Chicago: Chicago University Press. 

Dean, Mitchell. 1999. ―Authoritarian Governmentality.‖ pp. 9-39 in Governmentality:  

        Power and Rule in Modern Society. 

Hoy, David Couzens ed. 1991. Foucault: A Critical Reader. Oxford〆Blackwell. 

Hunt, A and Wickham, G. 1994. Foucault and Law: Towards a Sociology of Law as  

        Governance. pp. 75-98. London: Pluto Press.  

Rose, Nikolas. 1996. ―Governing ‗Advanced‘ Liberal Democracies.‖ in Foucault and  

        Political Reason, edited by A. Barry, T. Osborne and N. Rose. Chicago: Chicago  

        University Press. 

Pasquino, Pasquale. 1993. ―Michel Foucault (1924-84): The Will to Knowledge.‖ in  

        Foucault„s New Domains, edited by Mike Gane and Terry Johnson. New York:  

        Routledge. 

Ransom, John. 1997. Foucault's Discipline: The Politics of Subjectivity. Durham:  

        Duke University Press. 

Valverde, Mariana. 1996. ― Despotism‘ and Ethical Liberal Governance.‖ pp. 357- 

372 in Economy and Society 25:3. 

Mehta, U. 1997. ―Liberal Strategies of Exclusion.‖ in Tensions of Empire, edited by F.  

        Cooper and L. Stoler. Berkeley: University of California Press. 

  

Foucault政治思考的評介： 

Fraser, Nancy. 1989. ―Michel Foucault: A Young Conservative.‖ in Unruly Practices.  

        Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press.（書中另有兩篇評介Foucault的 

    文章。） 

Haber, Honi Fern. 1994. Beyond Postmodern Politics: Lyotard, Rorty, Foucault.  

        London: Routledge. 

 

傳記： 

Eribon, Didier. 1993. Michel Foucault. Cambridge. Mass: Harvard University Press. 

Macey, David. 1995. The Lives of Foucault. New York: Vintage. 
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Merquior, J. G. 1985. Foucault. London: Fontana Press.（中譯本〆《傅柯》， 

        台北〆桂冠） 

Miller, Jamese. 1993. The Passion of Michel Foucault. London: Harper Collins. 

        （中譯〆《傅柯的生死愛慾》，台北〆時報出版） 

O‘Farrel, Clare. 2005. Michel Foucault. London: SAGE Publication. 

Smart, Barry. 1988. Michel Foucault. London: Routledge.（中譯本〆《傅柯》， 

        高雄復文出版） 

 

Thesis topic 

 

壓抑假設： 

Poster, Mark. 1984. Foucault, Marxism and History. New York: Polity Press. （見 

        pp. 78-145. ） 

Keddie, Nikki R., ed. 1996. Debating Gender, Debating Sexuality. New York: New  

        York University Press.（見Roy Porter vs. Mark Poster 兩人的文章） 

 

Foucault 與女性主義： 

Bell, Vikki. 1993. Interrogating Incest: Feminism, Foucault and the Law. London:  

        Routledge. 

Diamond, Irene and Lee Quinby, ed. 1998. Feminism and Foucault: Reflections on  

        Resistance. Holliston: Northeastern. 

Hekman, Susan J. ed. 1996. Feminist Interpretation of Michel Foucault. Pennsylvania  

        : Pennsylvania State University. 

McNay, Lois. 1992. Foucault and Feminism: Power, Gender, and the Self. Holliston:  

        Northeastern. 

Ramazanoglu, Caroline ed. 1993. Up Against Foucault—Explorations of Some  

        Tensions Between Foucault and Feminism. London: Routledge. 

Sawicki, Jana. 1991. Disciplining Foucault : Feminism, Power, and the Body.  

        London:Routledge. 

  

Foucault and Sexuality： 

Dallmayr, F. 1984. ―Pluralism Old and New: Foucault on Power.‖  in Polis and  

        Praxis: Exercises in Contemporary Political Theory. Cambridge, Mass: MIT  

        Press.  

Dews, P. 1987. ―Michel Foucault: Power and Subjectivity.‖ in Logics of Disintegration. 

London: Verso.   

Donnelly, M. 1992. ―On Foucault‘s Uses of the Notion of Bio-power.‖ in Michel  

        Foucault: Philosopher, edited by T. Armstrong. Harvester: Wheatsheat.  
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Fraser, N. 1989. ―Foucault on Modern Power: Empirical Insights and Normative     

        Confusions.‖ in Unruly Practices: Power, Discourse and Gender in  

        Contemporary Social Theory. Cambridge: Polity. 

Halperin, David M. 1995. ―The Queer Politics of Michel Foucault.‖ in Saint Foucault:  

        Towards a Gay Hagiography. Oxford: Oxford University Press.（在The  

        Material Queer: A Lesbigay Cultural Studies Reader.也可見到本文） 

Spargo, Tamsin. 1999. Foucault and Queer Theory. Lanham: Totem Books. 

Hiley, D. 1984. ―Foucault and the Analysis of Power: Political Engagement without  

        Liberal Hope or Comfort.‖ pp. 192-207 in Praxis International 4:2. 

Honneth, Axel. 1991. The Critique of Power: Reflective Stages in a Critical Social  

 Theory. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press. 

McWhorter, Ladelle. 1999. Bodies and Pleasures: Foucault and the Politics of Sexual  

        Normalization. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press. 

Minson, J. 1980. ―Strategies for Socialist? Foucault‘s Conception of Power.‖ pp.1-43  

            in Economy and Society 9: 1.  

Patton, Paul. 1998. ―Foucault‘s Subject of Power.‖ in The Later Foucault, edited by J.                  

        Moss. London: Sage.   

Pasquino, P. 1986. ―Michel Foucault (1926-1984): The Will to Knowledge.‖ in  

        Economy and Society 15: 1.  

Philp, M. 1983. ―Foucault on Power: a Problem in Radical Translation.‖ pp. 29-52 in  

        Political Theory 11: 1.  

Said, E. 1986. ―Foucault and the Imagination of Power.‖ in Foucault: A Critical  

        Reader, edited by Hoy David. Oxford: Blackwell. 

Sheridan, A. 1980. Michel Foucault: The Will to Truth. London: Routledge.（見 pp.  

        164-194） 

  

Foucault的governmentality與政治哲學： 

Barry, Andrew, Thomas Osborne and Nikolas Rose. 1996. Foucault and Political  

        Reason. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

Gane, Mike and Terry Johnson, eds. 1993. Foucault„s New Domains. New York:  

        Routledge. 

Rose, Nikolas S. 1999. Powers of Freedom: Reframing Political Thought. Cambridge  

        University Press. 

Simons, Jon. 1995. Foucault and the Political. London: Routledge. 

  

Foucault and Medicine〆 

Jones, Colin and Roy Porter, eds. 1998. Reassessing Foucault: Power, Medicine and  

         the Body. London: Routledge. 
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Petersen, Alan and Robin Bunton, eds. 2000. Foucault, Health and Medicine.  

        London: Routledge. 

 

瘋狂、文明、理性： 

Gutting, G. 1994. ―Foucault and the History of Madness.‖ pp. 47-70 in The  

        Cambridge Companion to Foucault, edited by Gutting. Cambridge: Cambridge  

        University Press. 

Mahon, M.1992. Foucault„s Nietzschean Genealogy. New York: State University of  

        New York Press.  

Sheridan, A. 1980. Michel Foucault: The Will to Truth. London: Routledge. 

Serres, Michel. 1997. ―The Geometry of the Incommunicable: Madness.‖ in Foucault  

        and His Interlocutors, edited by Arnold Davidson. Chicago: The University of  

        Chicago Press. 

 

其他： 

Hacking, I. 1991. ―How Should We Do the History of Statistics?‖ pp. 181-196 in The  

        Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, edited by G. Burchell, C. Gordon  

        and P. Miller. Chicago: Chicago University Press. 

Curtis, B. 2002. ―Foucault on Governmentality and population: The Impossible  

        Discovery.‖ pp. 505-533 in Canadian Journal of Sociology 27:4. 

Bennett, T. 2003. ―Culture and Governmentality.‖ pp. 47-63 in Foucault, Cultural  

        Studies and Governmentality, edited by J. Bratich et al. New York: State  

        University of  New York Press. 

Procacci, G. 1991. ―Social Economy and the Government of Poverty.‖ pp.151-168 in  

        The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, edited by G. Burchell, C.  

        Gordon and P. Miller. Chicago: Chicago University Press. 

Donzelot, J. 1991. ―Pleasure in Work.‖ pp. 235-250 in The Foucault Effect: Studies in  

        Governmentality, edited by G. Burchell, C. Gordon and P. Miller. Chicago:  

        Chicago University Press. 

O‘Farrell, Clare. 1989. Foucault〆Historian or Philosopher? London〆Macmillan . 

繁體中文書目 

 

傅柯著作、報章政論文章集： 

Foucault, Michel 著、尚衡譯，1989，《性意識史——第一卷〆導論》。台北〆 

        桂冠。（1990，台北〆久大） 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，1992，《規訓與懲罰——監獄的誕生》。台北〆桂冠。 
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Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，1992，《瘋顛與文明》。台北〆桂冠。 

Foucault, Michel 著、王德威譯，1993，《知識的考掘》。台北〆麥田。 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉絮愷譯，1994，《臨床醫學的誕生》。台北〆時報出版。 

Foucault, Michel 著、林志明譯，1998，《古典時代瘋狂史》。台北〆時報出版。 

Foucault, Michel 著、洪維信譯，2003，《外邊思維》。台北〆行人出版社。 

Foucault, Michel 著、鄭亦愷譯，2005，《傅柯說真話》。台北〆群學。 

 

傅柯理論入門： 

Fillingham, Lydia A. and Moshe Susser 著、王志強等譯，《認識傅柯》。台北〆時報出版。 

Gros, Frederic 著、何乏筆等譯，2006，《傅柯考》。台北〆麥田。 

Cuff, E. C., W. W. Sharrock and D. W. Francis 著、林秀麗等譯，2006，《特新社會學理論的

觀點》。台北〆韋伯。 

Foss, Sonja K., Karen A. Foss and Robert Trapp 著、林靜伶譯，1996，《當代語藝觀點》。台

北〆五南。  

Wuthnow, Robert 等著、王宜燕譯，1996，《文化分析》。台北〆遠流。 

姚人多，2002，〈傅柯的工具箱〆權力篇〉，《當代》，第175期，頁70-95。 

 

 

入門書： 

Merquior, J.G.著、陳瑞麟譯，1998，《傅柯》。台北〆桂冠。 

Miller, James 著、高毅譯，1995，《傅柯的生死愛慾》。台北〆時報出版。 

Smart, Barry 著、譯，2000，《傅柯》。 高雄復文。（1998，蔡采秀譯，巨流出版。） 

于奇智，1999，《傅柯》。台北〆東大圖書公司。 

楊大春，1995，《傅柯》。台北〆生智。 

陳治維，2003，《影響世界的哲學家》。台北〆好讀。 

 

二手詮釋： 

Deleuze, Gilles 著、楊凱麟譯，2000，《德勒茲論傅柯》。 台北〆麥田。 

Hubert L, Dreyfus. and Paul Rabinow 著、錢俊譯，2005，《傅柯〆超越結構主義與詮釋學 》。

台北〆桂冠。 

黃瑞祺主編，2005，《再見傅柯〆傅柯晚期思想新論》。台北〆松慧。 

 

性： 

Harding, Jennifer 著、林秀麗等譯，2008，《性的扮演》。台北〆韋伯。 

Giddens, Anthony 著、周秀鳳譯，2003，《親密關係的轉變——現代社會的性、愛、慾》。

台北〆巨流圖書。 

 

權力： 
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Lukes, Steven 著、 林葦芸譯，2006，《權力〆基進觀點》。台北〆 商周。 

 

後殖民主義： 

Young, Robert J. C. 著、周素鳳等譯，2006，《後殖民主義〆歷史的導引》。台北〆巨流圖

書。 

 

後現代主義： 

Appignanesi, Richard and Chris Garratt 著、黃訓慶譯，1996，《後現代主義》。台北〆立訓。 

Best, Steven and Douglas Kellner 著、朱元鴻等譯，2005，《後現代理論〆批判的質疑》。台

北〆麗文文化。 Postmodern Theory: Critical Interrogations 

黃瑞祺等著，2003，《 後學新論〆後現代╱後結構╱後殖民》。台北〆左岸文化。 

 

身體、感官概念： 

祝勇，2008，《反閱讀〆革命時期的身體史》。台北〆聯合文學。  

龔卓軍，2006，《身體部署〆梅洛龐蒂與現象學之後》。台北〆心靈工坊。 

Merleau-Ponty, Maurice 著、 龔卓軍譯，2007，《身體現象學大師梅洛龐蒂的最後書寫〆

眼與心》。台北〆典藏藝術家庭。 

Deleuze, Gilles 著、陳蕉譯，2009，《法蘭西斯〃培根〆感官感覺的邏輯》。台北〆桂冠。 

Sennett, Richard 著、 黃煜文譯，2003，《 肉體與石頭〆西方文明中的人類身體與城市》 。

台北〆麥田。（英譯〆Flesh and Stone: The Body and the City in Western Civilization） 

 

其他： 

Delanty, Gerard 著、駱盈伶譯，2009，《現代性與後現代性〆知識、權力與自我》。台北〆

韋伯。  

Eagleton, Terry 著，2005，《理論之後》。台北〆商周。 

Eco, Umberto 著、謝瑤玲譯，1992，《傅柯擺》。臺北市 : 皇冠。 

Farringdon, Karen 著、陳麗紅等譯，2005，《刑罰的歷史》。台北〆究竟。  

Garland, David，2006，《懲罰與現代社會》。台北〆商周。 

Hardt, Michael and Antonio Negri 著、韋本譯，2002，《帝國》。台北〆 商周。 

Hartley, John 著、王君琦譯，2009，《文化研究簡史》。台北〆巨流圖書。 

Lilla, Mark 著、閻紀孙譯，2003，《當知識份子遇到政治》。台北〆雅言文化。  

王崇名，2006，《社會的概念〆Charles Taylor、Michel Foucault 與德國哲學詮釋學的觀點》。 

台北〆稻香。  

中央研究院歐美研究所，2003，《 傅柯思想研討會會議論文集: Michel Foucault》。台北〆

中央研究院歐美研究所。  

李偉俠，2005，《 知識與權力——對科學主義的反思》。台北〆揚智。 

高宣揚，2004，《傅科的生存美學〆西方思想的起點與終結》。台北〆五南。 

賴俊雄，2008，《傅柯與文學》。台北〆書林。 
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簡體中文書目 

 

著書： 

Foucault, Michel 著、謝強等譯，1998，《知識考古學》。 北京〆生活〄讀書〄新知三聯書

店。 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，1999，《瘋癲與文明〆理性時代的瘋癲史》。北京〆生活〄

讀書〄新知三聯書店。 

Foucault, Michael 著、佘碧平譯，2005，《性經驗史（增訂版）》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，2001，《臨床醫學的誕生》。 譯林出版社。 

Foucault, Michel 著、莫偉民譯，2001，《詞與物》。 上海〆上海三聯書局。 

Foucault, Michel 著、劉北成譯，2003，《規訓與懲罰——監獄的誕生 》。北京〆生活〄讀

書〄新知三聯書店。 

 

演講稿及選編： 

Foucault, Michel 著、錢翰譯，1999，《必須保衛社會》。 上海〆上海人民出版社。 

Foucault, Michel 著、蕭濤譯，2000，〈論述的秩序〉。 許寶強、袁偉選編，《語言與翻譯

的政治》。香港〆牛津大學出版社。 

Foucault, Michel 著、錢翰譯，2003，《不正常的人》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

Foucault, Michel 著、佘碧平譯，2005，《主體解釋學》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

包亞明主編，嚴鋒譯，1997，《權力的眼睛〆福柯訪談錄》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

汪民安等編，2001，《福柯的面孔》。北京〆文化藝術。 

杜小真編選，2003，《福柯集》。上海市〆上海遠東出版社。 

許寶強等選編，2001，《語言與翻譯的政治》。中央編譯出版社。 

汪民安選編，2010，《福柯讀本》。北京〆北京大學出版社。 

 

 

二手詮釋： 

汪民安，2008，《福柯的界線》。北京〆南京大學出版社。 

吳猛、和新風，2003，《文化權力的終結〆與福柯對話》。 四川〆四川人民出版社。 

高宣揚，2005，《福柯的生存美學》。 中國人民大學出版社（朗朗書房）。 

劉北成，2001，《福柯的思想肖像》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

櫻井哲夫著、姜忠蓮譯，2001，《福柯〆知識與權力》。 石家莊市 〆河北教育出版社。 

 

 

其他： 
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James Miller 著、高毅譯，2005，《福柯的生死愛慾》。上海〆上海人民出版社。 

Lemke, T. 等著、陳元等譯，2007，《馬克思與福柯》。華東師範大學出版社。  

Mcnay, Lois 著、賈湜譯，1999，《福柯》。 哈爾濱市〆黑龍江人民出版社。 

Selden, R.著，2004，《當代文學理論導讀（英文版）》。外語教學與研究出版社。  

Sheridan, Alan 著、尚志英等譯，1997，《求真意志〆密歇爾〄福柯的心路歷程》。上海〆

上海人民出版社。 

王治河，1999，《福柯》。長沙市〆湖南教育出版社。 

李曉林，2005，《審美主義〆從尼采到福柯》。北京市〆社會科學文獻出版社。   

莫偉民，2005，《莫偉民講福柯》。北京〆北京大學出版社。 

楊建華等著，2009，《西方譯學理論輯要》。天津大學出版社。 

 

 

 Foucault 參考網站〆 

General sites 

＠Foucault.info〆http://foucault.info/ — repository of texts, news. 

＠Michel Foucault Archives by IMEC〆http://www.michel-foucault-archives.org/ 

＠Dossiers〆http://foucault.info/$/— Thematic micro-sites 

＠Foucault resources at theory.org.uk〆http://www.theory.org.uk/foucault — includes Walking 

Tour of Foucault's Paris 

@michel-foucault.com〆http://www.michel-foucault.com/index.html 

@John Protevi‘s Web Site〆http://www.protevi.com/john/index.html（Coursework 

MaterialFoucault） 

 

Biographies 

＠Retrospective article〆http://foucault.info/foucault/biography.html—written by Michel 

Foucault 

 

Journals 

＠Foucault Studies〆http://www.foucault-studies.com/—an electronic, refereed, international 

journal 

 

Book Club 

@「身體、權力、知識〆閱讀傅柯的《誡律與懲罰》」讀書會計畫網址〆 

      http://myweb.ncku.edu.tw/~linmt/（成大外文系林明澤老師主持） 

@「 規訓與懲罰－再探傅柯的權力系譜學」讀書會計畫網址〆 

      http://140.116.12.49/foucault/project.html（成大外文系賴俊雄老師主持） 
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COURSE AGENDA AND WEEKLY THEMES 

Week 1 

9/13 
課程簡介〆課程結構、授課方式與評分標準的說明講解 

Week 2 

9/20 
Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. I 

Week 3 

9/27 
Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. II 

Week 4 

10/4 
Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. III 

Week 5 

10/11 
Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. IV 

Week 6 

10/18 
Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. V 

Week 7 

10/25 
Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. VI 

Week 8 

11/1 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. I 

Week 9 

11/8 
期中考停課 

Week 10 

11/15 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. II 

Week 11 

11/22 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. III 

Week 12 

11/29 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. IV 

Week 13 

12/6 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. V 

Week 14 

12/13 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. VI 

Week 15 

12/20 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. VII 

Week 16 

12/27 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. VIII 

Week 17 

1/3 
Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. IX 

Week 18 期末考停課 
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COURSE WEEKS & TOPICS 

 

Week 1 (9/13) 課程簡介〆課程結構、授課方式與評分標準的說明講解 

 

Week 2 (9/20)   

Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. I Pp.1-49 

Part I. Psychology in Hell: 

―‖The City Where I Was Born‖‖ 

―The Voice of Hegel‖ 

―The Carnival of Madmen‖ 

 

Week 3 (9/27)  

Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. II Pp.50-98 

Part I. Psychology in Hell: 

―Stalin‘s Shoemaker‖ 

―Discords of Love‖ 

―Uppsala, Warsaw, Hamburg‖ 

 

Week 4 (10/4)  

Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. III Pp.99-143 

Part II. The Order of Things: 

―The Talent of a Poet‖ 

―The Book and Its Doubles‖ 

―The Dandy and the Reforms‖ 

 

Week 5 (10/11)  

Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. IV Pp.144-198 

Part II. The Order of Things: 

―Opening Bodies‖ 

―Ramparts of the Bourgeoisie‖ 

―The Open Sea‖ 

1/10 
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Week 6 (10/18) 

Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. V Pp.199-262 

Part III. ―Militant and Professor at the Collège de France‖: 

―A Vincennes Interlude‖ 

―The Solitude of the Darkness‖ 

―Popular Justice and the Workers‘ Memory‖ 

 

Week 7 (10/25)  

Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault. VI Pp.263-334 

Part III. ―Militant and Professor at the Collège de France‖: 

―‖We Are All Ruled‖‖ 

―A Revolution of Bare Hands‖ 

―Missed Appointments‖ 

―Zen and California‖ 

Life as a Work of Art‖ 

 

Week 8 (11/1)  

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. I Pp.1-57 

―Foucault‖ 

―Life: Experience and Science‖ 

―Polemics, Politics, and Problematizations: an Interview with Michel Foucault‖ 

―The Ethnic of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom‖ 

―What Is Enlightenment?‖ 

Week 9 (11/8) 期中考（停課）  

 

Week 10 (11/15)   

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. II Pp.58-101 

―Preface to the History of Sexuality, Volume Two‖ 

―Confronting Governments: Human Rights‖ 

―The Risks of Security‖ 

―Structuralism and Post- Structuralism‖ 

 

Week 11(11/22)  

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. III Pp.102-169 

―On the Genealogy of Ethnic: an Overview of Work in Progress‖ 

―The Subject and Power‖ 
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―Technologies of the Self‖ 

 

Week 12 (11/29)   

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. IV Pp.170-201 

―So Is It Important to Think?‖ 

―The Masked Philosopher‖ 

―‖Omnes et Singulatim‖: toward A Critique of Political Reason‖ 

 

Week 13 (12/6)  

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. V Pp.202-258 

―The Birth of Biopolitics‖ 

―About the Concept of the ―Dangerous Individual‖ in Nineteenth-Century Legal Psychiatry‖ 

―Governmentality‖ 

―Questions of Method‖ 

 

Week 14 (12/13)   

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. VI Pp.259-299 

―Security, Territory, and Population‖ 

―What Is Critique?‖ 

―Lives of Infamous Men‖ 

―Society Must Be Defended‖ 

 

Week 15 (12/20) 

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. VII Pp.300-350 

―Truth and Power‖ 

―The Birth of Social Medicine‖ 

―The Politics of Health in the Eighteenth Century‖ 

 

Week 16 (12/27)  

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. VIII Pp.351-422 

―Nietzsche, Genealogy, History‖ 

―Madness and Society‖ 

―What Is an Author?‖ 

―On the Archaeology of the Sciences: Response to the Epistemology Circle‖ 

 

Week 17 (1/3) 

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, eds. The Essential Foucault. IX Pp.423-458 

―The Thought of the Outside‖ 
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―A Preface to Transgression‖ 

Week 18 (1/10)  期末考（停課）  

 


